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Abstract

A new hydrogen management scheme has been developed for the Loviisa ice condenser
containment as a part of a comprehensive severe accident management (SAM) strategy.
The scheme is based on providing sufficient mixing of the containment atmosphere, effec-
tive energy removal from the containment, and controlled removal of hydrogen through
passive catalytic recombination. The objective of the paper is to demonstrate how this hy-
drogen management scheme works for a range of relevant severe accident scenarios.

1 Introduction

The Loviisa nuclear power plant is a two-unit VVER-440 owned and operated by Imatran
Voima Ltd (IVO). Figure 1 shows the geometry of the Loviisa ice condenser containment.
The lower compartment (LC, sometimes also referred to as the steam generator com-
partment) is the release compartment in accidents. Its free volume is 6300 m3. The free
volume of the reactor coolant pump room (also called dead-ended compartment) is
2600 m3. The volume of the upper compartment (UC) is 47 000 m3. The flow between
the lower and upper compartment has to penetrate the ice condensers (IC), and there are
no recirculation fans. There are two separate ice condenser sections containing a total of at
least 835 000 kg ice in normal operation. The free volume of the ice condensers filled with
ice is 3500 m3, with empty ice beds it is 4500 m3. The total free volume of the contain-
ment (excluding the dead-ended compartment) is thus 58 000 m3. The design pressure is
1.7 bar(a) and the failure pressure has been estimated to be 3.25 bar(a). Long-term re-
sidual heat removal is performed by externally spraying the steel shell of the containment
dome.
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Figure 1 Ice condenser containment of the Loviisa NPP

The ice condenser lower inlet, intermediate deck, and top deck doors are important flow
restrictions in the containment. The vertical lower inlet doors open into the ice condensers,
when the pressure difference across the doors increases due to gas and energy injection
into the lower compartment. They have springs attached to them to create a closing torque,
when the lower compartment overpressure has been relieved. The lower inlet doors (8
door pairs per IC section) quite efficiently prevent a return flow of cold air to the lower
compartment. The horizontal intermediate deck doors (72 doors per IC section) are heavy
structures that remain in place except during the initial blowdown period of a large break
loss-of-coolant accident. The top deck doors are large non-rigid horizontal flaps (18 flaps
per IC section). There are narrow bypasses at the intermediate and top decks for replace-
ment of air previously being pushed out of the ice bed into the upper compartment by
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steam entering from the lower compartment. When the steam condenses in the ice bed, a
subpressure is created in the ice condensers, and air is sucked back through the bypasses.

Glow plugs powered from the emergency diesel generators were installed in the Loviisa
containments in 1982, 74 plugs in Loviisa 1 and 66 plugs in Loviisa 2. There are glow
plugs in all lower compartment rooms, above and below the ice beds in the ice condensers,
and in the upper compartment. The emergency operating procedures instruct the operators
to switch on the glow plugs at an early stage of an accident. Certain issues concerning the
adequacy of the current hydrogen combustion mitigation approach at the Loviisa NPP can
be raised. It is uncertain where and at what hydrogen concentrations the hydrogen would
burn as a result of ignition by the glow plug system, and it is not well understood how en-
ergy generated in hydrogen combustion would be dissipated in the containment. An addi-
tional concern is that the glow plugs and their cabling were not qualified for ice bed condi-
tions.

The hydrogen management options feasible to the Loviisa containments were discussed in [1].
There it was concluded that the most promising strategy would be based on providing
sufficient mixing of the containment atmosphere, effective energy removal from the
containment, and controlled removal of hydrogen through passive catalytic recombi-
nation (or a combination of passive catalytic recombination and ignition). The central
SAM measure towards ensuring this type of behavior is to open all ice condenser doors -
this is done as an operator procedure as part of a comprehensive severe accident manage-
ment scheme [8]. With the doors open a global (containment-wide) loop flow would set
in due to naturally occurring gravity head imbalances, ensuring efficient mixing, especially
during hydrogen release periods, as well as allowing ice to become an effective heat sink
for the energy released in the recombination.

The purpose of this paper is to explain quantitatively how the proposed new hydrogen
management scheme would work at the Loviisa NPP. Key physical mechanisms and phe-
nomena that must be well understood are the global convective loop flow in the contain-
ment, and mixing/stratification of the upper compartment. These will be described in the
paper. We will explain how the convective loop flow can be modelled, and how the mod-
els can be validated. We will apply the models to demonstrate how the proposed strategy
works in relevant severe accident situations.

2 The hydrogen management scheme

The hydrogen management strategy we propose is based on four logical steps. First we demon-
strate that a global convective loop flow will take place in the containment during hydrogen re-
lease, if the ice condenser doors are forced open. Convective flow patterns in the containment
are discussed in section 3.1. The loop flow is driven by the difference in hydrostatic pressure
between the ice condensers. We can quantify volumetric flow rates and identify the most sig-
nificant parameters affecting the loop flow rate, see section 3.2 Based on the basic loop flow
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pattern, we can draw conclusions on important issues such as upper compartment mixing behav-
ior (section 3.3).

Second, we define the maximum hydrogen molar fraction (in combination with steam molar
fraction) that can be tolerated in the containment, see chapter 4. There will be a global crite-
rion, for which the adiabatic isochoric complete combustion (AICC) pressure approaches the
containment failure pressure. There will also be a local criterion, since flame acceleration and
transition to detonation should be avoided anywhere in the containment.

Third, an assessment of the hydrogen generation rate in the core is carried out, see chapter 5.
An increased hydrogen injection rate will always accelerate the convective loop flow rate, since
it will temporarily create a greater imbalance between ice condenser gravity heads. This is true
for any ice bed configuration. This means that faster hydrogen release rates are compensated by
enhanced mixing.

Fourth, given the basic results from the first and third steps, the passive catalytic recombiner
system can be dimensioned (chapter 6) to fulfil our criteria from the second step for the com-
plete and appropriate envelope of scenarios and conditions.

= lower density, steam-, steam/
hydrogen- or hydrogen-rich
gas mixture

* = higher density, colder and/or
less hydrogen content

: well mixed

(_Rj = recombination capacity

Figure 2 Hydrogen management during a severe accident
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Figure 2 is an overall illustration of the proposed hydrogen management concept in the Loviisa
containment. In this case, hydrogen or a steam-hydrogen mixture is being released through the
quench tank rupture disk in the lower compartment. The nature of the hydrogen source will be
described in chapter 5. The quench tank is situated close to the containment wall between the
ice condenser sections. Figure 2 shows the convective loop flow in the containment - as a con-
sequence of forcing open ice condenser doors - with upflow of light gas along one IC and
downflow of a heavier gas mixture along the other one. The merging of the hydrogen-rich gas
stream from the release with the loop flow increases the driving density difference between the
ice condensers, but the large volume of the system and efficient mixing ensure that hydrogen
concentrations increase slowly and uniformly. The catalytic recombiner system is dimensioned
and spatially allocated so as to maintain peak possible concentration levels within the tolerable
limits, even allowing for 100% oxidation of the active zirconium in the core.

The small volume above the ice condenser lower inlet door in the LC tends to stratify. In order
to efficiently break up this stratification, passive catalytic recombiners are placed to inject into
this layer. Otherwise, the lower compartment and the upper compartment dome region are vir-
tually well-mixed (with the obvious exception of the actual release jet in the LC). The upper
compartment is stratified in the sense that the region below the IC outlet level does not partici-
pate in the mixing process. Concentrations of hydrogen in this region increase very slowly, due
to leakage paths (called "goose-necks") on the main operating deck. This is also indicated in
Fig. 2. Therefore some recombination capacity should also be assigned to the lower part of the
upper compartment.

Convective flow behavior in the containment

3.1 Convective flow modes

We foresee two main convective flow patterns when the ice condenser doors are forced open in
the Loviisa containment in the post-blowdown accident phase, as depicted in Figures 3 and 4.

While the ice beds are still substantial (only little ice has melted), a pure steam injection can re-
sult in the flow behavior of Fig. 3. The convective flow is driven by the density differences
within each ice condenser. This flow pattern is expected (and seen experimentally) to be very
symmetrical. There is upflow along the inner wall of each ice condenser, where a free flow
channel is created little by little, and downflow of cold air in the massive ice bed. There is a
pronounced countercurrent flow through the forced-open lower inlet doors. The upflow arrows
reaching halfway through the ice beds in Fig. 2 indicate that all the steam added to the lower
compartment can be absorbed by the ice beds without heating up the upper plenums of the ice
condensers (located between top deck and intermediate deck doors). Since there is no injection
of non-condensible gases, and the injected steam is dissipated before penetrating the ice bed,
there is no flow through the ice condenser top deck. Therefore, the upper compartment is not
at all part of this flow path.
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Figure 3 Convective flow before involving the upper compartment

However, when a light gas mixture reaches the ice condenser upper plenum (see upper part of
Fig. 4), a flow pattern transition is expected, and experimentally seen, to take place. The light
gas mixture is either a steam-air mixture, if the channelling of the ice bed is sufficient to allow
steam penetration, a steam-air- hydrogen mixture, or theoretically even a cold air-hydrogen
mixture. When the gas mixture entering the IC upper plenum from the ice region is positively
buoyant, it will rise and enter the upper compartment through the expanded flow paths of the top
deck. Now there is a positive net flow into the upper compartment, which has to be compen-
sated by an outflow of gas from the upper compartment somewhere else. Since the upper com-
partment is connected with the rest of the containment rooms only by the ice condensers, a
downflow will be (and is experimentally seen to be) initiated through the other ice condenser.

The conditions at this point tend to create imbalance between the ice condensers, even if we
happened to have a fairly symmetrical ice configuration. As a consequence of releasing steam
and hydrogen into the lower compartment, and running the gases through ice before reaching
the upper compartment where mixing is vigorous, the steam fraction, hydrogen fraction and
temperature are significantly lower in the upper compartment than in the lower compartment.
When this higher-density gas is sucked down into the other ice bed, the temperature and steam
fraction decreases even more. Therefore we now inevitably have an ice condenser containing
higher density gas (due both to a lower steam and hydrogen molar fraction) than the other one.
Since the ice condenser structure height is about 23 m, even a small density difference causes a
significant difference in gravity heads. The imbalance drives the global convective loop flow
which can always be maintained, unless the upper compartment is heated much more than the
lower compartment (has to be kept in mind when determining recombiner locations) or the re-
lease of light gas takes place in the upper compartment (not possible in Loviisa severe accident
scenarios).
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Buoyant gas mixture penetrates ice bed
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Figure 4 Global convective loop flow
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When determining which convective flow mode is to be expected at the time for hydrogen re-
lease, understanding ice melting behavior is crucial. The general conclusion of [2] is that during
violent releases of steam into the containment, as typically during the blowdown phase of a
LOCA, the ice condenser lower inlet doors and the ice bed are "flooded" by the steam flow.
This means there is no countercurrent flow through the door openings and no downflow of cold
air in the ice bed. Heat transfer to the ice is very efficient, and the ice bed melts uniformly from
the bottom upwards. Contrary to that case, a slower post-blowdown phase steam release will
channel through the ice bed, after which the general behavior depends on whether the interme-
diate deck doors are open or not. Since large amounts of energy has to be released into the con-
tainment in Loviisa before the core has a chance to uncover, we do expect to have steam chan-
nelled through the ice bed at the time of core uncovery. This is the point in time when the
SAM measure of forcing open the ice condenser doors is to be performed. Since buoyant gas
has already reached the ice condenser upper plenum, the loop flow through the upper compart-
ment can be initiated.

3.2 Loop flow rates

The loop flow in the containment can be modelled by demanding that the difference in hydro-
static pressure between the ice condenser sections is consumed as pressure losses due to flow
friction along the loop flow path. The by far most important locations of pressure loss due to
flow friction in the containment are the lower inlet doors, ice beds, intermediate deck and top
decks. These locations can be identified as the only points of real flow constriction in the con-
tainment. Demanding that the difference in hydrostatic pressure between the ice condensers is
consumed at these locations we arrive at

= (C, UupP u,upUU,up + ~> IB.upP IB,upUIB,up +S IDP lD,upUlD,up + S TD.upP TD,upUTD,up +

TD,d,do\mP TD.donn^TD.down "*"' ̂  IDP ID,downUID.down "*"' ̂ 3 IB, down P IB. downUIB, down ~*~' r> ID.downP ID.down1*ID.down )

(1)

where the subscript LI refers to the quantities at the lower inlet doors, IB at the ice bed, ID at the
intermediate deck, and TD at the top deck. Up refers to the ice condenser where upfiow takes
place, and down to the downflow ice condenser. The quantity Ap (kg/m3) represents the average
density difference between the ice condenser over a height AH (m), u denotes flow velocities
(m/s), p gas densities (kg/m3), and C, flow friction parameters.

We can get reasonably accurate estimates of the volumetric loop flow rate in different conditions
applying equation (1) even by hand calculations. Some iterations have to be performed, since
the flow friction coefficients are functions of the Reynolds number, and thus of the flow veloc-
ity. We will here apply equation (1) to Loviisa in order to demonstrate what order of magnitude
of volumetric loop flow rates to expect in the containment due to differences in hydrogen molar
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fractions between the ice condensers. We will demonstrate how the approach works for a
VICTORIA experiment.

In order to keep track of more complex transients and interactions, we developed a computer
model for calculating containment conditions and resulting loop flow rates, based on the con-
cepts described above. The model is called "Virta", and it basically solves equation (1) updating
flow friction parameters and containment conditions as functions of time. The flow friction pa-
rameters are modelled as described in this paper. The model will be applied for a demonstration
of recombiner system dimensioning at Loviisa in chapter 6.

The left hand side of equation (1) represents hydrostatic pressure difference driving the flow. It
is determined by the scenario characteristics, the most important ones being:

• Asymmetry of ice bed
• Steam release rate
• Hydrogen release rate
• Heat transfer to containment structures and sump water.

The right hand side of (1) deals with the pressure losses of the flow in the containment, and can
be reduced to modelling/calculating the flow friction parameters C,. Next we will outline the ap-
proach to flow friction parameter modelling, which is based on [3]. The flow friction parameter
at location / has the following physical meaning:

p,</2

where Ap/(M!. denotes the pressure loss due to flow friction at location i.

(2)

At the ice condenser lower inlet doors the flow pattern is depicted as in Fig. 5. On the so
called hot side there is an inflow into the ice condenser, as on the left in Fig. 5. On the cold side
there is an outflow from the ice condenser into the lower compartment, as on the right in Fig. 5.
The friction coefficients C, for different opening angles for inflow and outflow, respectively, are
listed in [3].

Inflow Outflow

Figure 5 Flow through forced open ice condenser lower inlet doors, with opening angle a
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The pressure losses due to flow friction at the intermediate deck and top deck constrictions
can be modelled as orifices in the flow path, Fig.6. The flow passes a constriction with a flow
cross section of AQ. Before and after the constriction there are flow cross sections of A\ and A2,
respectively. Even though A; is here depicted to be larger than A2, this does not have to be the
case in the application.

Figure 6 Orifice in flow path

As explained in section 3.1, the steam tends to channel through the ice beds along the inner wall
of the ice condenser structure, for a steam release in the post-blowdown phase of the accident.
Therefore the ice condenser is modelled to have a free flow channel along the inner wall and
an ice bed that consists of cylindrical ice rods. The general expression for the friction coeffi-
cient as a function of free channel or ice bed height / is

A
(3)

where A, is the friction coefficient for a circular tube, kt a correction coefficient for the actual ge-
ometry, /, length of flow path, and Dhj the hydraulic diameter of the flow channel in question.

Table I Flow friction parameters at Loviisa

Location

LI, up
LI, down

ID, up
ID, down
TD, up

TD, down
IB, up

IB, down

0

3.5
3.5
1.5
1.5

2.08
1.35
2.1
2.1

1 Ui'/Uu2

1
1

1.5152

1.5152

0.9282

0.9282

1.1692

1.1692

Portion of total
pressure loss in loop

15.5%
15.5%
15.2%
15.2%
7.9%
5.1%
12.8%
12.8%
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Let us assume we have a symmetrical ice configuration in Loviisa with 50% of the original ice
left in the ice condensers. This assumption is consistent with the ice melting rate findings and
the time for onset of hydrogen generation in the core. The ice bed height, thus, is 7.3 m and the
ice rod diameter is assumed to be the original, unmelted 0.32 m. The ice bed flow friction factor
decreases quickly with narrowing ice rods. The lower inlet doors are assumed to be forced open
to their maximum opening angle of 50°, and half of the top deck and intermediate deck doors are
forced fully open. The resulting flow friction parameters at the different pressure loss points are
shown in Table I.

Gloop as a function of hydrogen molar fraction differences,
flow resistances LI, 10, TD doors, 7.3 m ice with 0.32 m diameter rods

0 0.01 0 02 0.03 0 04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0 08 0 09 0.1 0.11 0.12

Hydrogen m otar fraction difference

Figure 7 Volumetric loop flow rate as function hydrogen concentration difference

We assume that the entire containment is completely isothermal (conservative with respect to
hydrogen mitigation, since temperature differences between the ice condensers only accelerate
the flow) and inject pure hydrogen. Figure 7 shows the volumetric loop flow rates that would
result as a consequence of the difference in hydrogen molar fraction along the ice condensers.
This imbalance would be expected to occur in reality due to the fact that there is a very large
mixing volume for the flow, the upper compartment dome region, between the ice condensers.
Flow rates were calculated with equation (1), with the flow friction coefficients of Table I. The
gravity head difference was calculated as resulting from the given difference in hydrogen molar
fraction - but identical temperatures and steam molar fractions - along the height of the ice con-
denser structure above the lower inlet doors (= 21 m). Figure 7 shows that a hydrogen molar
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fraction difference of 4%(units) drives a loop flow of 38 m3/s, and a 9% imbalance results in a
volumetric loop flow rate of 57 m3/s.

Figure 7 explains how an increased hydrogen release rate acts to accelerate the convective loop
flow. Let us assume the volumetric flow rate is 30 nrVs at the onset of hydrogen generation, and
hydrogen gas is released with 0.1 kg/s = 0.05 kmol/s. At typical lower compartment conditions
in Loviisa at this point (T=323K, p=l.l bar), the injected volumetric flow rate is 1.22 m3/s.
Since the light gas cannot be trapped to any significant extent in the lower compartment, a hy-
drogen molar fraction of approximately 3.9% is quickly created in the upflow ice condenser,
having a fairly small free volume. It will take several minutes until the upper compartment
dome region will increase its hydrogen molar fraction to even 1%. Therefore there will exist an
imbalance between the ice condensers of about 4%(units) hydrogen molar fraction. Figure 7 then
shows that due to this effect alone - not considering obviously existing temperature differences -
the volumetric loop flow rate should accelerate to almost 40 m3/s. The increased volumetric
flow rate again will serve to improve mixing and reduce the imbalance.

Table II Flow friction parameters at VICTORIA, experiment 44

Location

LI, up
LI, down

ID, up
ID, down
TD,up

TD, down
50% IB, up

50% IB, down
25% IB, up

25% IB, down

3.5
3.5
0.36
0.36
1.73
1.34
2.59
2.59
1.3
1.3

Vi/Uj

1
I

0.6712

0.6712

1.262

1.262

0.752

0.752

0.752

0.752

I Portion of total 1
1 pressure loss in loop J

23.1%
23.1%
1.1%
1.1%

18.2%
14.1%
9.65%
9.65%
5.4%
5.4%

Since the VICTORIA experimental facility is geometrically similar to Loviisa, we have the same
dominating pressure loss locations as in the containment. However, the resulting values are
different. Flow friction parameter modelling can be carried out exactly as for Loviisa. Table II
shows the flow friction parameters for an experiment where the lower inlet doors were forced
open to 50°, all intermediate deck door flaps were removed, and the top deck flow area was re-
stricted to 1/3 of its maximum value. Half of the ice is assumed to be left in the ice condensers
in the beginning of the experiment.

VICTORIA experiment 44 was an example of a case where helium molar fraction differences
drive the loop flow during the helium injection phase. The experimental arrangement was de-
scribed in [1]. The experiment was started with 50% of the ice left in each ice condenser and a
high steam injection rate at 10 g/s. At 25 minutes, steam injection was interrupted while helium
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was injected during 30 minutes. Helium molar fraction measurement data is shown in Fig. 8.
Volumetric loop flow rate data, with flow velocities measured on top of the restricted IC top
decks with a LDA, are shown in Fig. 9. Since there is no steam injection during the helium in-
jection phase between 25 and 55 minutes, and the vessel temperatures are very uniform, helium
molar fraction differences in the ice condensers mainly drive the loop flow. Therefore, the ap-
proach that produced Fig. 7 can be tested for this experiment during the helium injection phase.

Experiment 44

Channel !, dome hiyh

Channel 4, dome deck

Channel 2, dome 2nd

Channel 3. dome 3rd

Channel 5. \C cold side

Channel 6. IC hoi side

Channel 7, LC high

Channel 8. LC low

Channel 9, segment wall

Channel 10, segment low

Lapse time (minutes)

Figure 8 Helium molar fractions in experiment 44 [1]

We assume that the helium molar fraction differences are determined by the two merging gas
streams - the actual loop flow and the injected helium gas - in the upflow ice condenser. The
volumetric loop flow rate can be seen to be a very uniform 0.035 m3/s (Fig. 9) during most of the
helium injection phase. At 42 minutes, assuming [4] a pressure of 1.073 bar and a UC tempera-
ture of 30°C, this can be converted to a nhop = 0.00149 kmol/s. The molar helium injection rate

is ftHe = 0.0000357 kmol/s (since the helium injection rate is 0.8 nl/s at 273 K, 1.013 bar).
Merging these two streams will create a helium molar fraction difference between the downflow
IC and the upflow IC of approximately 2.3%. This imbalance is quite close to what can be seen
to have been the case in the experiment, see Fig. 8, channels 5 and 6 between 25 and 55 minutes.
At 42 minutes, it will result in Ap pllght = 0.0213. Let us assume now that this density differ-
ence in the ICs above the lower inlet doors (H= 1.25 m) drives the loop flow. Equation (1) can
be solved to render uu d0Kn = 0.196 m/s, and since the LI flow area is 0.184 m3 for one IC section

we obtain Qioop = 0.036 m3/s.
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The resulting loop flow rate is very close to what is indicated in Fig. 9 (and to the value assumed
above in the hand calculation). The flow friction parameter was based on the assumption that
half of the original 50%/50% ice bed had melted at 42 min, which is consistent with energy in-
jection and complete ice depletion. The ice bed flow friction parameter is the most uncertain pa-
rameter in the calculation above. However, as can be deduced from Table II, the effect of varia-
tion in this parameter is negligible.

Clearly, the imbalance of that drives the loop flow depends very much on the effective
"capacitance" (mixing volume) of the upper compartment. This is addressed next.

Experiment 44

0.050

0.045

0.040

? 0.0.15

£
£ 0.030 • •

2
| 0.02

£ 0.020 • •

- | 0.015 -

0.010 •

O.005

o.ooo

* Volumetric flow rate

H 1 1 -t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h
30 TJ- O s § &• O O ™

O Ô fi

Lapse time (minutes)

Figure 9 Volumetric flow rate data of experiment 44

3.3 Upper compartment mixing/stratification

From basic considerations (see for example [5,6]) we expect that the upper compartment will be
stratified at the level of the IC top deck doors, as illustrated in Figure 2 - with the upper portion
being well-mixed and the lower portion remaining relatively isolated from this mixing process.
The mechanism for this behavior is provided by turbulent plume mixing and entrainment, as
explained next.

A jet or plume being injected into a compartment can be characterized by its injection Froude
(Fr) and Reynolds (Re) numbers:

Fr =
g-De-(pa-p0)

(4)
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where p« = jet or plume inlet density (kg/m3), pa= ambient density (kg/m3), Uo - injection ve-
locity (m/s), De = jet or plume initial diameter (m), g = gravitational acceleration (m/s2). Fr ex-
presses the ratio of inertia and buoyancy forces in the jet. The Reynolds number is defined as

(5)

where v = kinematic viscosity of the jet gas mixture (m2/s). The Reynolds number is the ratio of
inertia and viscous forces in the jet. When a certain critical Reynolds number is exceeded, a
transition from laminar to turbulent flow takes place in a jet. During the global convective loop
phase, gases can be shown to enter the upper compartment from the upflow ice condenser in the
form of turbulent plumes, since Reynold numbers are very high on this scale.

8 10 12 14

Figure 10 Prediction of total flow in axisymmetric plumes/jets [5].

The Froude number of such plumes entering the upper compartment is the important parameter.
Plume mixing, and hence decay, depends only on the injection Froude number and on the
distance from the injection point. The mixing behavior of turbulent plumes at different Froude
number ranges has been studied in great detail in the context of management of pressurized
thermal shocks (PTS) of the reactor pressure vessel, [5, 6]. The results for total plume flow at a
dimensionless distance L/DinJ from the injection point, with Fr number as the parameter, are
shown in Figure 10. The model applied in the calculation of the curves in Fig. 10 utilizes the
standard equation of natural convection boundary layer flows with a vertically oriented buoy-
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ancy force and a k-z~T"~ turbulence model. It has been extensively validated against ex-
perimental turbulent jet and plume data. Although the present case involves restricted plumes b\
the containment wall along a rather extended arc (forming what might be called planar semi-
plumes) these results are applicable for the basic purposes employed here.

QHPI in Fig. 10 corresponds to the loop volumetric flow rate in our case. Qe is the entrained
volumetric flow rate at distance L/Djnj from the top deck in the upper compartment (HM/DHP/ in
the figure). The quantity on the y-axis thus determines how many times larger the total volu-
metric flow (injected flow + entrained flow) is than the flow originally injected into the upper
compartment. Figure 10 shows that entrained flow is an order of magnitude greater than injected
flow, within a relatively short distance, and that the situation improves as the Fr number de-
creases. The reason is that weaker plumes become increasingly more unstable and, in fact, for
Fr numbers less than 1 they cannot even exist unless the flow is stabilized at the inlet.

Table III Froude numbers at IC top deck

H2 release rate
(kg/s)

0.1
0.15
0.2
0.3

Loop flow rate
(m3/s)

35
40
45
51

H2 molar fraction diff.
between ice condensers

0.035
0.046
0.054
0.072

UC injection
Fr
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

Table III shows a range of typical for our case hydrogen release rates, volumetric loop flow
rates, hydrogen molar fraction differences, and associated injection Froude numbers into the up-
per compartment pertinent to the Loviisa case. The loop flow rates were determined to be con-
sistent with the assumed hydrogen release rates and hydrogen molar fraction imbalance in the
sense that the emerging H2 molar fraction difference (between the ice condensers) drives the
given flow. The selected loop flow values correspond to the situation described in section 3.2
and Fig. 7. Hydrogen is assumed to be released to a lower compartment with a temperature of
323 K and a pressure of 1.1 bar. The top deck flow area is 48.5 m2 (half of the top deck doors
are forced open), and the hydraulic diameter at UC injection is 1.6 m. The inlet flow velocity in
equation (4) is determined by the total loop flow rate and the top deck flow path area. The
quantity (pa - p0) 'p0 in equation (4) is calculated with the assumption that the hydrogen molar

fraction is given in the third column in Table III, and that of the heavy surrounding gas mixture
(originally present in the upper compartment) is 0. The steam molar fraction is assumed to be
0.11, and the temperature 323 K. All Fr numbers turn out to be = 1.

Table IV shows how these low Froude number plumes can be expected to affect the upper com-
partment. Since the IC top deck level is at +42.55 m and the centerline of a vertical plume
would hit the dome at approximately +55 m, we look at mixing at the point where L/Dinj = 12 m /
1.6 m = 7.5. The last column in Table IV shows how long it would take to recirculate the dome
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region of the UC (= 27 000 mJ) with the volumetric flow rate corresponding to the total flow, it-
being the injected loop flow rate (Qioop) plus the entrained flow rate (Qe).

Table IV UC dome region mixing

Loop flow rate UC injection Fr
Table III (m3/s) Table HI

35
40
45
51

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

w>m\ & + a^ F i g l 0
1 Hloop

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

8
8
8
8

Dome region re-
circulation time (s)

96
84
75
66

The dome region recirculation times vary between 66 and 96 s. These are very short times com-
pared to the time constant for the hydrogen concentration transient. Therefore, the upper com-
partment dome region will respond very closely as a well-mixed compartment above the plume
injection point (= the IC top deck). This behavior has been experimentally verified in the
VICTORIA facility, as described in [7].

4 Maximum tolerable hydrogen concentrations

The hydrogen management scheme should fulfil two basic requirement for the Loviisa contain-
ment. First, locally we do not want to risk developing accelerated flames (and e.g. jet ignition
of subcompartments). Second, the global distribution of hydrogen should be such that the adia-
batic isochoric complete combustion pressure cannot exceed 3.25 bar(a), it being the calculated
ultimate failure pressure of the containment.

In order to avoid the accelerated flame mode, the hydrogen molar fraction should be kept
below 9% locally. This is considered quite adequate for meeting the first requirement under the
steam molar fractions of 25-40% at the time for maximum hydrogen molar fractions.

Regarding the second requirement, concentrations of up to 8% can be tolerated (AICC pressure
approaching the failure limit) in the well-mixed volume (38 000 m3) participating in the loop
flow. But as can be deduced readily from the above, such a situation would have already de-
feated the local limit of 9%; this is taken, therefore, as the single needed limiting criterion for
sizing the recombiner capacity.
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5 The hydrogen source

The adopted SAM strategy [8] at the plant defines the hydrogen source in many significant re-
spects. The most important measures are
• In-vessel retention of molten corium [9]. This SAM measure and implemented plant modi-

fications ensure that reactor pressure vessel integrity will be maintained by external cooling
of the vessel wall. As a consequence we do not need to consider hydrogen source from core-
concrete interaction or ex-vessel FCIs.

• Intentional depressurization of the primary circuit with depressurization valves. This
SAM measure ensures that high-pressure core meltdown sequences can be prevented.
Therefore core degradation does not proceed in surplus steam, and hydrogen will not be
stored to any significant extent in the primary circuit. The hydrogen release to the contain-
ment will be very closely related to hydrogen generation in-vessel, which can be estimated in
a reasonably conservative manner, as outlined below.

The main core consists of 276 working fuel assemblies containing 126 fuel rods each. A fuel as-
sembly is contained inside a hexagonal zirconium can. A 100% in-vessel zirconium oxidation
(from fuel cladding and hexagonal cans) produces 800 kg H2. The core contains 37 control as-
semblies located in a regular triangular grid. Below the main core there is a 0.45 m thick sup-
port plate of stainless steel. A special feature of the Loviisa core are the fuel followers attached
to the control assemblies. The fuel follower is a fuel assembly of the same type as those of the
main core, but somewhat shorter. When the control rods are inserted in the core, the fuel fol-
lowers are vaporising water below the thick core support plate. Some 11% of the total decay
heat is produced by the fuel followers. Even if the control rods melted at an early stage, the fuel
followers would stay in place below the active core. They move inside guide tubes, and thus
cannot drop down into the reactor pressure vessel lower plenum. This geometry implies that
molten core material will not have easy access to the water pool below the core support plate.
Therefore hydrogen generation in the long run will be limited by the steam generation below the
active core. Table V shows how much hydrogen can be generated at different points of time, if
all steam generated by the fuel followers is consumed in the zirconium-steam reaction.

Table V Steam and hydrogen generation rates as a function of time, Po = 1500 MW,th

Time
(s)

IS 000
36 000
86 400

11% x Pdecav

fkW)
1 440
960
720

H2O generation rate
(kg/s)
0.72
0.48
0.36

H2 generation rate
(kg/s)
0.08
0.05
0.04

As a base case for demonstrating the operation of the hydrogen management scheme, a 0.15 kg/s
hydrogen release rate was selected. This is already 100% more than what would be expected
from fuel follower steam generation. It takes about 5300 s.to produce 800 kg hydrogen this way.
As an extreme case we selected 0.3 kg/s hydrogen generation during 2700 s.
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6 Recombination rates

Figure 11 shows the hydrogen molar fractions and volumetric loop flow rates in the containment
for a hydrogen release rate of 0.15 kg/s, as predicted by "Virta". Half of the ice is assumed to
remain when starting hydrogen injection. The ice configuration is nearly symmetrical with 60%
ice left on the cold side and 40% on the hot side. The lower inlet doors are forced open to 50°,
half of the intermediate deck and top deck doors are forced open. There is 60 m2 inlet area of
passive catalytic recombiners [10] in the lower compartment and 40 m2 in the upper compart-
ment. The steam release rate corresponds to a typical core uncovery sequence decreasing from
about 9 kg/s to 1 kg/s before the hydrogen release. After the hydrogen release we assume that
the entire decay power is vaporizing water, thus the steam release rate is 5 kg/s.

The figure shows that hydrogen concentrations are controlled very well by passive catalytic re-
combiners in this case. The maximum hydrogen molar fraction (after releasing 800 kg hydrogen
into the containment) is below 6% in the lower compartment and below 4.5% in the upper com-
partment. Thus, the criteria defined in chapter 4 are fulfilled with a wide margin.

The volumetric loop flow is functioning throughout the sequence. The maximum overpressure
after the hydrogen release period is 0.24 bar, which is well below the containment design pres-
sure. The figure also shows the injected volumetric rates of hydrogen and steam.

Figure 11 Base case hydrogen molar fractions and volumetric loop flow rates in the
Loviisa containment

Figure 12 shows how the hydrogen management scheme works in the marginal case, with a
0.3 kg/s hydrogen release rate during 2700 s, under the same scenario assumptions and re-
combiner capacity as the base case. The dome region molar fractions reach a maximum value of
7.5% and the lower compartment maximum molar fraction approaches 10%, while the steam
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molar fraction is significant in the lower compartment, about 43%. The local criterion is ex-
ceeded at 126 minutes (when 75% of the zirconium has been oxidized), and the global criterion
is approached at the end of the release. This parametric case was chosen to illustrate what would
be required to produce significant hydrogen threat to the containment and to thus reveal the
safety margins in the realistic base case. A thorough evaluation of safety margins, accounting
for uncertainties in the ROAAM frame [11] is now being carried out for a complete documenta-
tion of the case.

Figure 12 Marginal case hydrogen molar fractions and volumetric loop flow rates in the
Loviisa containment

7 Conclusions

A new hydrogen management strategy is being developed for the Loviisa NPP as a part of a
comprehensive SAM strategy.

The scheme is based on providing sufficient mixing of the containment atmosphere, effective
energy removal from the containment, and controlled removal of hydrogen through passive
catalytic recombination

Development of the hydrogen management strategy was based on four logical steps. First, we
demonstrated that a global convective loop flow will take place in the containment during hy-
drogen release, if the ice condenser doors are forced open as a SAM measure. The loop flow is
driven by the difference in hydrostatic pressure in the ice condensers. We showed how volu-
metric flow rates could be quantified, and identified the most significant parameters affecting the
loop flow rate. We could draw the conclusion that the UC dome region (above the IC oudet
level) participated efficiently in this loop flow mixing process.
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Second, we identified local and global hydrogen concentration limits, and concluded that the lo-
cal criterion (9%) is limiting.

Third, we described the hydrogen source at Loviisa in a severe accident. As a base case for
demonstrating the operation of the hydrogen management scheme, a 0.15 kg/s hydrogen release
rate for 5300 s was selected. As a parametric case to test the failure boundaries, we selected 0.3
kg/s hydrogen generation during 2700 s.

Finally, the results from the first three steps were put together with the characteristics of a par-
ticular passive catalytic recombiner to dimension the system. We concluded that a total of
100 m2 of inlet recombiner area would be quite adequate. Of it, 60% would be allocated to the
lower compartment and 40% to the upper compartment. Finetuning and complete documenta-
tion of the case are underway.
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